A Joint Meeting between JIFRESSE/UCLA and CCSD/National Taiwan University  
JIFRESSE Meeting Room (9258 Boelter Hall), UCLA, September 2, 2011

Agenda

9.00-9.30 Refreshments
9.30-9.35 UCLA and NTU Welcome Remarks (K. N. Liou and George Chen)
9.35-9.50 Introduction to JIFRESSE
   Kuo-Nan Liou: Distinguished Professor and Director, JIFRESSE
9.50-10.05 Environmental Initiatives and Clean Technology at UCLA
   Michael Swords: Director, Strategic Research Initiative (SRI), VCR/UCLA
10.05-10.20 Introduction to NTU-CCSD and its Mission
   YC Tan: Professor and CEO, Weather Climate and Disaster Research/CCSD
10.20-10.35 Environmental Sciences Program at IoEs/UCLA and California Air Resources
   Board (ARB) Program in Air Quality
   Suzanne Paulson: Professor and Vice Chair, Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
10.35-10.50 Global Climate Change- Integration Coherence and Governance- Taiwan
   Experience
   HY Lee: Minister of Public Construction Commission, Executive Yuan
10.50-11.05 Water Resources and Climate Change
   Chuching Wang: Senior Engineer, Metropolitan Water District (MWD), S. CA
11.05-11.20 SC Air Quality Simulation and Hurricane Research as a Regional ESSE System
   Robert Fovell: Professor, Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences and JIFRESSE
11.20-11.35 Biology/Surface Processes and Climate Change
   Wolfgang Buermann, Adjunct Assistant Prof, Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
11.35-11.50 Climate Change from Law Perspective
   Cara Horowitz, Director, Center on Climate & Environment, School of Law
12.10-13.40 Lunch, UCLA Faculty Center
14.00-15.00 Round Table Discussion and Development of a Potential MOU between JIFRESSE
   and CCSD
15.00 Meeting Adjourned